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Success is finding the best way of doing things.
Ubication: Ice cream are products of impulse buying, therefore, the ideal place
to sell it is on a street with high flow of people, especially in the evenings and
leisure attitude.
Expectation: One of the keys to success of Ice Wave is the queues that are created
to look the ''ice cream show''. For that reason, is very important to make ice
cream at street level.
Winter: As for any other ice cream, that temperature and the presence of sun
helps in sales. However, we use different way to make them, and it makes a lot of
sale even on rainy days or cloudy by simple curiosity and expectation of the
customer. Hot Volcano crepe, plays an important role in the colder months.
Dimentions: 9 m2 are enough to store 100% Take Away. How much more meters
we have on the street level, the expectation and success will be bigger.
Rental: It should represent a maximum of 15% of the estimated total turnover.
But it can vary depending on the location and local economic conditions.
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UBICATION
The basis of business success is to sell products continuously. We must seize the
new development in the form of show to attract people walking near the shop,
which is essential to be in a passageway of people.
Therefore, they are pluses that local is located at:
- Pederastian street: Increased traffic of people.
- Leisure area, shopping street or mall: People with a predisposition to
consumption.
- Area with high socioeconomic status: Because prices are slightly higher than
conventional ice cream.
- Areas of nightlife: Can be open during more hours.
- Near the beach: ice cream sales are increased.
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EXPECTATION
“People call people”

If it is possible, we should place the cold pans as close as possible to the
pederastians. In the way we easily create a queue waiting to order for a product
or just for look like we make it.
In the moments that we don't have queue, it is also important to atract people to
the shop. A tv with a promotional video, music or scent dispenser can help us a
lot.
The best customers are in this order:
1- Young people
2- Turists
3- Families
4-Senior citizens
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WINTER
Winter is the greatest threat to an ice cream store, However we have some good
chances to fight with it:
- It's an ice cream consumed throughout the year for its originality,
naturalness and great expectations it creates.
- The Volcano crepe is the perfect complement, as it served very hot, we use the
same Mixings and Toppings than for the ice creams, and continues in the same
way for the great expectation that creates this kind of so original crepe.
However, the difference between the warmest and the coldest months are
important .
By choosing a local, you must take into account sales strategy you want to
follow, without forgetting that:
¡ICE WAVE CAN BE PROFITABLE WITHIN 12 MONTHS OF THE YEAR!
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DIMENTIONS
With a local of 9m2 is enough to build a Take Away store. However:
- It is better to have around 2.5 meters of facade to expose the cold pans or crepe
makers to the costumers, as well as the Mixings and Toppings.
- You must have a small store, in the event that the local is reduced to save the
material as a base for ice cream and Volcanos, pots, spoons, drinks, ..., which is
quite bulky. This store is not necessary to be in the vicinity of the shop and
would suffice 6m2.

The optimum dimensions for a store are:
- “Take Away”*: From 9 to 20 m2.
- Shop with indoor tables*: From 20 to 50 m2.
*You should consult the regulations and licensing in the region.
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OTHERS
It in necessary that the local available:
- Stopcock.
- Drain
- Single-phase electric socket 15 Kw peak power.

